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Smartphones are a key way of how journalists now work. But using them to only make 

phone calls and send text messages isn't getting the best out of them. Increasingly reporters 

and journalists are using theirs to gather, edit and send broadcast quality and broadcast 

ready material from location. 

Better cameras and better audio recorders are available, but journalists should have their 

smartphones on them all the time. It's very easy, though, to press record. But in this video 

you'll see some of the simple techniques that will help increase the quality of the material 

you can get with your smartphone.  

Along with many other major news organisations, the BBC is mainly using iPhones, and this 

video will look at an iPhone using iOS 13, but a lot of the techniques and principles will apply 

whichever smartphone you're using.  

The iPhone has a good inbuilt microphone at the base of the device to record audio. It could 

be somewhere else on Androids, so make the effort to find out exactly where it is. 

Where you record your audio will have a huge bearing on the sound quality you get, 

whichever device you're using. So think carefully about the environment that you're in. 

Somewhere like a bathroom or a kitchen will be quite echoey. So if you can, go somewhere 

with curtains or carpets where the soft furnishings will deaden the audio quality.  

Wherever your microphone is, make sure you keep your hands clear and well away from it. 

You'll get good audio recording if you use your phone just like making a phone call. Or 

perhaps under your chin quite near your voice box. But one thing you need to avoid doing is 

talking directly into the microphone. You'll then likely to start popping which won't lead to a 

very professional sounding broadcast. 

Outdoors, background noise could always be something of a problem. And if it's windy that 

too may be an issue. But if you have a wind shield that can really help. Just place it over the 

end of your phone to improve the audio quality. 

If you don't have one, then something like a sock or a handkerchief even, you could use as 

an alternative. But you'll get best results using a plug in microphone, perhaps even from the 

headphones that come with your smartphone. Better than that, though, will be professional 

quality microphones, but many of those will need a special jack to plug in. 

Before you start recording it's best to go into airplane mode. If you stay connected and 

someone calls, that'll stop the recording. Turning on 'Do not disturb' can also prevent 

unwanted notifications making your phone buzz or ping while recording. But remember to 

reconnect to wi-fi or data, otherwise you can't send or upload your material. 

The iPhone has an app for recording audio called 'Voice Memos'. It's mostly perfectly fine. 

But for professionals there's one major drawback. You can't hear or monitor the audio while 

you're recording. So the only way to check the quality is to listen back once you've stopped. 

By which time it may be too late. But before you even press record, it's worth checking a few 



settings for voice memos. If 'Clear Deleted' is set to 'Immediately' any recordings you delete 

will instantly and permanently be removed from your device. Journalists may want to 

increase this up from 'Immediately'. 

'Audio Quality' will determine whether the audio file is compressed or not. 'Lossless' is better 

quality, but gives a much larger file that soon becomes problematic to send via email, for 

example. And you can choose to give your recordings a title based on where you are. 

To start recording, tap the red button and you'll see a waveform growing. The higher and 

deeper the peaks and troughs, the louder the audio. But there's no way to control the input 

levels beyond being nearer or further from the source. For more options swipe up on the 

small grey horizontal bar. 

You get a larger waveform as well as a pause button which you can use to briefly stop and 

restart your recording. You can even quickly drag backwards to review, and if necessary 

record over a section with 'Replace'. Tap this blue box to enable the editing function. But the 

feature is quite basic. One new feature in iOS 13 is that you can use two fingers to zoom into 

and out of the audio for more precision. 

The yellow box at the bottom lets you choose rough in and out points, which can then be 

finessed with the yellow bars in the centre of the screen. 'Trim' saves the area within the 

yellow markers as a clip. 'Delete' removes the area inside the yellow markers and saves 

what's left. But be aware that Voice Memos overwrites your original recording and there's no 

undo button. 

So you might be better off with this editing work flow. Save your recording, tap the three dots 

to make a duplicate, tap the three dots again, and now press edit, where the features are the 

same. When you're happy with the edit tap on the title to rename it if necessary. And then 

the three dots to bring up your sharing options. What you'll see at this point will largely be 

determined by the apps you have on your device.  

Many audio recording at share a clever feature. You don't need to have the app on-screen to 

be using it. Start the recording and then either press the Home button or swipe up on the 

newest iPhones. This red bar indicates that it's still recording. You can go to another screen 

and read from text you've typed or a quote you've been sent. When you finished, tap the red 

button or bar to return to Voice Memos and then stop the recording and check it. 

While Voice Memos is fine, it does have its limitations. Other apps with much more 

functionality include 'Audio Memos', 'Voice Record Pro' and 'Ferrite'. Voice Record Pro can 

transcribe audio recorded with the app, and even audio transferred into it. While Ferrite can 

build mixed, multi-track audio packages. 

BBC journalists should be using our internal portable newsgathering app 'PNg' either to send 

audio recorded and mixed in these other apps, or as the one app to do it all. PNg has been 

developed with extra features for our journalists. For example, it has a level meter. You can 

hear the audio while its recording, and any editing won't overwrite the original file. There are 

no limits to how much audio can be sent and it will automatically be transferred into our 

newsroom production systems. BBC journalists are also using apps. Like 'Luci Live' to 

broadcast live on-air in quality. 



If you're only using your smartphone to make phone calls and send text messages, you're 

not getting the best out of it. I hope this video has helped you understand some of the simple 

techniques you can use to get the very best quality material out of whichever device you're 

using. Explore, practise and get comfortable with many of these techniques, and you'll soon 

be unleashing the power of the mobile newsroom in your pocket. 


